
Tube assembly technology 



Aviation tube – is a complex part and needs some kind of 

fixtures for the assembly of the part 

Example of the part to assembly 



Existing solutions. Example  

Now most used method to assembly the tube according to 

3D model is to produce the stationary fixturesf the part 



Existing solutions. Example  



Competitive technologies 

There are a lot of development going on, trying to find some alternative to solid fixtures, as they 
are expensive and have long production time.  

Among them are robotic systems, 3D Printing and so on. But they are not effective enough and 
most of the companies still use old technology. 



SpaceFix fixture. Overview 



SpaceFix – the new solution 

We are offering a completely new solution, which allows to 
create a complex fixture in less than one hour without the 
additional machine tools.  

 

This solution includes: 

•  An optical measurement system (precision 0,08 mm) 

• Special design adjustable fixtures, with magnet base 

• Software for making the assembly plan and for assembling 
of the system.  

 

The fixtures are adjusted one axis at the time with the 
instructions from the measurement system.  The coordinates 
are received in the real time mode. 

 



Variants of the adjustable fixtures  



SpaceFix. The assembly process 



SpaceFix. The assembly process 



Assembly plan from the CAD system NX (made with our plugin) 



Software which connects the assembly plan, measurements system and provide all the 

instructions for operator to position fixtures correctly 



Assembly of the tube. It is possible to make any welding in 

the fixtures. 



Assembled tube 



Assembly plan from the CAD system NX (made with our plugin) 



Assembled tube 



Another variant of the system for long tubes 



Another variant of the system for heavy tubes 



Another variant of the system for heavy tubes. Fixtures 



Fixture design to the customer requirements 



Other applications. For assembly of the different parts 



End parts design according to the customer requirements 



Special end parts design  



Economic and cost valuation 



Tube Dusseldorf 2020 



We can create any modification to the design 
of the software, fixtures and parameters of 
the measurement system – according to the 
customer technical task.  


